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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this paper is the design of a controller for the test mass release of the
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) mission. Since the test masses are used as sensors
in the science phase for environmental measurements, the control system can be able to robustly
deal with large initial deviations of the release mechanism. Moreover, the control system should
be able to maintain and stabilize the test masses with a precision. For this reason, two Sliding
Mode Control (SMC) are included in this study. A second-order SMC is mainly proposed for this
critical phase, which is able to handle uncertainties and noise introduced by the sensors system.
This controller is compared with a first-order SMC, which was used in LISA Pathfinder mission,
in terms of accuracy and stead-state error. A nonlinear orbital simulator is considered in the
simulations, with limitations both of the actuation system (with saturation and delay) and of the
update frequencies. Model uncertainties, different initial conditions and external disturbances are
also included in the performed simulations.

1 INTRODUCTION

LISA mission is selected to be ESA’s third large-class mission with a launch planned in 2034 and a
duration time of 5 years. The main goal of this mission is to realize a space gravitational observatories
will be complementary to the existing terrestrial laboratories to detect gravitational low frequency sig-
nals, not measurable from Earth. In 2015, LISA Pathfinder’s pioneering mission is lunched by ESA to
test key technologies required to satisfy LISA performance requirements and the results are reported
in [1, 2]. LISA Pathfinder was dedicated to carry out experimental demonstration in views of the
subsequent LISA mission, expected in 2034. The LISA mission consists of different phases and the
spacecraft are equipped with a Drag Free and Attitude Control System (DFACS), which compensates
for the non-gravitational disturbances and guarantee free fall conditions. In [3], the authors present a
preliminary study on DFACS for the science phases of the LISA mission and they detailed the simula-
tor model used for the definition of the control system. In general, as deeply described in [4], several
strict requirements are given from LISA Pathfinder mission, in particular for the initial conditions.

*This work was supported by the European Space Agency.
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Figure 1: LISA Mission Constellation and its spacecraft

The main focus of this paper is phase of test mass release, in which the control system should steer
and keep the test mass at the center of the case, for measuring the gravitational waves. Since in this
phase the robustness of the control system is a key feature, as for Lisa Pathfinder, Sliding Mode Con-
trol (SMC) techniques are proposed to guarantee stringent requirements, even with parameters other
than nominal ones. SMC control systems are widely designed in space applications, as in [5, 6, 7, 8].
In this paper, two SMC control strategies are compared: (1) a a second order SMC algorithm, in de-
tail Super-Twisting (STW), and (2) a first order SMC controller. The STW SMC, as in [9], is able to
counteract disturbances and uncertainties and is less affected by chattering phenomenons. Extensive
simulations are performed including different initial conditions and disturbances, with a limited con-
trol authority in a noisy and disturbed environment, to highlight the main difference and properties of
the two control strategies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the mission and the uncertainties are described. Sec-
tion 3 dealt with sliding mode theory and the proposed first and second order SMC control systems.
Then in Section 4 some simulation results are introduced. Finally, in Section 5 the conclusion are
summarized.

2 LISA MISSION DESCRIPTION AND SYSTEMS

In particular, LISA observatory consists of a constellation of three spacecraft organized in an equi-
lateral triangle with sides 2.5 million km long and is on near-circular Earth heliocentric, as shown
in Figure 1. Each spacecraft contains two optical assemblies and two test masses, included in the
laser interferometer (in a Michelson configuration). Test masses are gold-platinum cubes of 46 mm
side with a weight of 1.96 kg. An important requirements of the mission is to protect the two test
masses of each spacecraft against all external disturbances, to have free fall on their own geodesic.
The relative distance of test mass, continually measured, changes when a gravitation wave passes
through. Once the three spacecraft have been inserted into their correct orbits forming an observatory,
science operations can start. This include the release of the Test Masses and engaging the DFACS.
Following constellation acquisition and calibration, all TMs will be in free fall along the lines of sight
between spacecraft and LISA enters in science mode. Finally, gravitational waves may be detected by
measuring the change in relative distances between test-masses on different spacecraft, at pico-meter
level. Thanks to LISA Pathfinder’s pioneering mission, we are taken the initial state conditions of our
problem from the estimated initial condition, as summarised in [4]. The controller of the test masses
must be design to deal with large initial offsets and velocities for the position and attitude states.
A great challenge of this control system is given by the limited actuation authority of the electrostatic
suspensions, which allow the application of electrostatic forces and torques to the test masses, which
is the Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS) and actuators. This system consists into an electrostatic
actuation and is able to measure all the six degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the TMs. Two operational
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Figure 2: Simulator architecture

modes are provided by this actuation system: (1) one is related to the Wide Range (WR) mode of
electrostatic suspensions, and (2) High Resolution (HR) mode is used to improve control accuracy.
The first mode is active when the TM is released, since it allows higher forces but introduces more
noises. In the second operational mode high accuracy and steady-state errors are required, to obtain
good performance also in the science mode.
The analysis and related results are performed in a simulation environment, in which a nonlinear
dynamics is implemented for the TMs and for the spacecraft. Moreover, the simulator takes into
account several disturbances such as self gravity (SG), masses stiffness and noises from the GRS
actuation systems. The main disturbance is applied as function of the maximum actuation authority,
as detailed in [10].
The orbital simulator is illustrated in Figure 2 and it includes the following subsystems: (i) plant
dynamics of spacecraft and test mass, (2) sensor model to obtain the measured values of the positions
and attitude angles, and (3) a state estimator for the observation of the velocities. The error dynamics,
which is the difference between the states and the desired values, is the input of the control system.
The controller is designed considering this error dynamics and to stabilize the TMs. The strict limits
of the actuation system are included to evaluate the force and torque to be applied.
Moreover, parametric uncertainties are also included in the model, in terms of mass and inertia prop-
erties.

3 SLIDING MODE CONTROL

The sliding mode control is a nonlinear control approach [9, 11], able to ensure high accuracy and
excellent robustness against external disturbances and parameter variations. It is designed to drive
the system states onto a particular surface, named “sliding” surface. The sliding surface is calculated
starting from the error between the sensor signals and the reference values.
Each TM has six DoF to be controlled (three for the position and three for the attitude), for each of
which a sliding output is defined

σi = (ẋi − ẋdi) + ci(xi − xdi), i = 1, . . . , 6 (1)

where ci, i = 1, . . . , 6, are positive constants. It is defined the vector x = [x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6]
T =

[x, y, z, θx, θy, θz]
T ∈ R6, and the vectors xd, ẋd ∈ R6 contain respectively the desired position and

attitude and translational and rotational velocities.
In the translational and rotational dynamics of each TM the control matrices are diagonal ones, there-
fore each of the six DoFs has a dedicated control input. For each TM it is defined a control vector
u = [u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6]

T ∈ R6. The vectors of the forces FE ∈ R3 and torques ME ∈ R3 acting
on the TM are the control inputs, i.e. u = [F T

E ,M
T
E ]

T .
The sliding variables σi in (1) have relative degree 1 with respect to ui; the dynamics of each sliding
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output σi can be expressed as

σ̇i = hi(t,x) + ui, (2)

where the uncertain term hi(t,x) is assumed bounded as well as its first order time derivative, i.e.,
|hi| < Mi and |ḣi| < Li at least locally. The constant bounds Mi and Li are assumed known.

3.1 Second Order Sliding Mode Control

We propose a second order SMC algorithm named Super-Twisting (STW) for both the position and
attitude control system. STW designs a continuous control law, which is able to steer to zero in a
finite time not only the sliding output, but also its first time derivative. A further advantage regards
the chattering phenomenon, which is attenuated improving the control accuracy.
Each component of the control vector u has been designed according to the second order STW SMC
algorithm

ui = −λi|σi|
1
2 sgn(σi) + vi (3)

v̇i =

{
−ui, if |ui| > UM i,

−αisgn(σi), if |ui| < UM i, i = 1, . . . , 6.

where the sliding variable σi is defined in (1) and the control parameters are chosen such that λi >
1.5L

1
2
i , αi > 1.1Li, and qiUMi > Mi, 0 < qi < 1, with Mi > 0 and Li > 0 known constant bounds

of the uncertainties. The STW SMC strategy does not require the availability of any time derivative
of the sliding variable. However, the design of the sliding surface relies on the knowledge of signals
such as linear and angular velocities.

3.2 First Order Sliding Mode Control

Each component of the control vector u has been designed according to the first order SMC law

ui = −Kisgn(σi), i = 1, . . . , 6, (4)

where σi is the sliding variable in (1) and the control parameterKi must be chosen such thatKi > Mi,
with Mi > 0 known constant bound of the uncertainty.
A first order SMC is proposed here indeed because a strategy of this kind was applied in Lisa
Pathfinder. Therefore it is interesting to present the results of the second order STW-SMC algorithm
compared to those of the first order SMC.

4 PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, preliminary simulation results are exposed and a comparison between a first and sec-
ond order SMC is proposed for the TM release. As previously mentioned, the objective of this study
is to maintain test masses in the middle of the case with zero speed, this means that the desired states
in term of position and velocity are equal zero. Exploiting the measured signals (affected by noise) of
positions and attitude, the estimated velocities have been provided by using an approximation of the
derivatives of each signal, smoothed by a low pass filter with desired bandwidth. Moreover, in this
work, the action of the controller is limited due to the small force, that can be exerted by the electro-
static actuators and due to the constraint on the switching frequency, imposed by the actuation system,
of 10 Hz. These two limitations reduce the accuracy of the controller itself, in terms of position and
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Table 1: LISA Pathfinder initial conditions (ICs)

velocity error [9, 12, 13]. We test the controller and the actuation system for the first 1000s in the
WR mode, in which the GRS actuation force authority is about 10−6 N and the GRS actuation torque
authority is 10−8 Nm. Then, automatically, to improve the steady-state error, GRS actuation switch
in HR mode where force authority decreases to 10−9 N and torque authority to 10−11 Nm. Due to the
low control authority, considering also the disturbances and the sensors noises, force and torque often
saturate. To avoid maintenance and damage of the system, the saturation value are considered as 98%
of the ideal maximum value. From [4], the initial conditions are defined as in Table 1. In particular,
some values, highlighted in red, are considered critical, analyzing the LISA Pathfinder mission. Note
that, since both TMs have the same characteristics, simulation results are shown only for TM1.
Starting from the ICs of Table 1, the performance of both STW-SMC control system and of a first
order SMC are tested, including the two operative mode. As previously said, the steady state error
in the HR Mode should be small due to the strict requirements for drag free science mode. As in
Table 2, the obtained steady-state error is about 10−6 m for the the positions and about 10−7 m/s for
the linear velocities, when the WR operative mode is considered. This behavior can be observed also
in Figs. 3 and 4. Even if the initial conditions are strongly different from the desired values, the STW
SMC is able to track the values with high precision, in both operative mode. For the HR mode, with
the STW-SMC the steady-state error is reduced of two order of magnitude, with respect to the WR
mode, even if the control authority is strongly reduced. Similar results are obtained with a first-order
SMC. However, chattering can be observed in Figs. 5 and 6, and a higher settling time is observed.

Table 2: WR steady-state error for TM1 with a STW-SMC

Table 3: HR steady-state error for TM1 with a STW-SMC

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a SMC controller is proposed based on the Super-Twisting second-order SMC algorithm
for the nonlinear control problem of the test mass release in the first phase of LISA mission. The
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Figure 3: Position and linear velocities with a STW-SMC

Table 4: WR steady-state error for TM1 with a 1st order SMC

Table 5: HR steady-state error for TM1 with a 1st order SMC
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Figure 4: Euler angles and angular velocities with a STW-SMC
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Figure 5: Variation of positions and linear velocities with a 1st order SMC
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Figure 6: Variation of Euler angles and angular velocities with a 1st order SMC
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presented strategy provides good results for both position and attitude control of the test mass, taking
into account also external disturbances and noises due to actuators and sensors. A comparison with
first order SMC is proposed to show the effectiveness of the STW-SMC in terms of accuracy and
steady-state error.
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